
 

 

For over 50 years, Advent School has been shining 
brightly as a private Christian School in Boca Raton, 
Florida. Our students consistently achieve high test 
scores, demonstrate strong Christian character, and 
enter high school ready to perform at upper levels. Our 
class sizes are small enough to ensure individual 

attention but our program is large enough to give students opportunities to shine in a wide variety of 
endeavors. Advent is a great school but we want it to shine even brighter! 

Introducing Advent School’s STAR Fund. This new fund will be dedicated to providing even more 
opportunities for our students to excel and become “Confident, Capable Christian Leaders.” Each year, 
new initiatives will be developed in consultation with our parents and staff and then fund raising appeals 
will be developed to make them a reality. 

In its inaugural 2022-23 year, the STAR Initiative will provide funds for projects in these important areas: 

Students – Scholarships and Wellness Programs 
Teachers – Continuing education and classroom funds to promote creative learning 
Activities – After-School Enrichment Programs, Special Events, Field Trips 
Resources – Curricular and other program enhancements to Advents ’ongoing program 

An initial STAR project will be to raise over $10,000 towards the purchase of well-built musical 
instruments for a new music curriculum and to support our new band program. The fund will seek  to 
provide support for our excellent science and technology programs such as robotics. The fund will also be 
used to ensure that every student will be able to attend special activity programs, events and class trips.  

Here’s how you can help:  

Parents and Past Parents – become a STAR in the Advent family. A donation to the STAR fund 
at any level will make you one of our STAR families.  

Annual Auction –Proceeds from the Annual Auction will be added to the STAR Fund for special 
projects. 

Alumni – Become an Alumni STAR by contributing to an ongoing STAR project, or perhaps 
organize an Advent enhancement from fellow alum in your class.  

Businesses – Become an Advent Business STAR through our business partnership program, 
which includes an opportunity to share your business experience with a specific class. 

STAR Legacy – Consider leaving a legacy of student opportunity through your estate planning.  
The easiest way to do this is with a properly executed codicil to your will. 

More information on the STAR Fund will be coming soon. We thank you in advance for your 
commitment to Advent School and hope that you will allow us to “shine brighter together” though your 
generous support of the STAR Fund. 


